Promotion Criteria

CCC Ming Kei College

S.1-3: (1) Pass in 'average aggregate'
and (2) pass in English Language
and (3) pass in Chinese Language
and (4) pass in Mathematics
and (5) pass in at least 1/2 of the academic subjects
and (6) pass in at least 1/2 of the cultural subjects
[A subject taught in both terms is counted twice.
and (7) has sat in all subjects without deliberate absence
and (8) good attendance record during the year.

The sum of marks of Half-yearly and final exam.

Total Aggregate Marks in one exam:
S.1: Total = Eng(400)+Chin(300)+Maths(300)+Int.sc.(300)+Int.Hum.(300)+Chi.Hist(100) +Put(100)+HE(50)+LE1/LE2(50)+CL(50)+Mus(50)+PE(50)+RE(50) = 2100
S.2: Total = Eng(400)+Chin(300)+Maths(300)+Int.sc.(300)+Int.Hum.(200)+Chi.Hist(100) +Put(100)+HE(50)+LE1/LE2(50)+CL(50)+Mus(50)+PE(50)+RE(50)+Prj(100) = 2100
S.3: Total = Eng(400)+Chin(300)+Maths(300)+Bio(100)+Chem(100)+Phy(100)+Chi.Hist(100) +Geog(100)+Hist(100)+Put(100)+HE/Art/Cera(50)+CL(50)+Mus(50) +PE(50)+RE(50)+Prj(100) = 2050

underline subjects: academic subjects

S.4: (1) Pass in 'average marks'
and (2) pass in English Language
and (3) pass in Chinese Language
and (4) pass in Mathematics
and (5) at least 2 passes among the other HKCE exam subjects
and (6) has sat for examination in all subjects without deliberate absence
and (7) good attendance record during the year.

in Final Exam Subjects

Students who fulfill the above conditions will be promoted to the next form automatically.
For students who fail to satisfy any one of the above conditions, the promotion may need to be discussed in meetings.

Students who are not in the repeater list but fail in Eng. Lang., will be marked as conditional promotion. They are required to attend a summer English Lang. enhancement class. They need to pay part of the tutorial fee. A test will be conducted at the end of the class. If they cannot pass the test, they need to repeat.

S.6: (1) Pass in 'average marks'
and (2) pass in Use of English
and (3) pass in Chinese Language and Culture
and (4) at least one pass among the AL subjects and one pass among the other AS subjects or equivalent.
and (5) has sat for examination in all subjects without deliberate absence
and (6) good attendance record during the year.

in Final exam

Condition for repetition
For S.1 - S.3 students, they are allowed to repeat once within their junior secondary courses. If students cannot fulfill the promotion criteria at the end of the school year of repetition, they may be granted one more chance to repeat at the discretion of the school. However, no students will be allowed to repeat more than two times during their S.1 - S.3 stage of studies. If these students still cannot fulfill the promotion criteria at the end of their second repetition school year, they will be required to leave.

For S.4 - S.5 students, they are allowed to repeat one time within their S.4 - S.5 secondary course.

For S.6 - S.7 students, they are allowed to repeat one time within their S.6 - S.7 secondary course.
Criteria for Awarding Graduation Certificates:

S.5: (1) At least 4 passes in HKCE subjects in the Mock Exams.
     (2) Has sat for the Mock Exams in all subjects without deliberate absence.
     (3) Good attendance record during the year.

S.7 (1) At least 3 passes in HKAL/AS subjects in the Mock Exams.
     (2) Has sat for the Mock Exams in all subjects without deliberate absence.
     (3) Good attendance record during the year.

Repeating in S.5 & S.7:

S.5: A pupil is allowed to repeat ONLY IF the following are ALL satisfied:
     (1) 4 or more passes in HKCE Exam
     (2) Has not repeated in S.4 or S.5
     (3) Satisfactory conduct
     (4) Available place in the class/subject option concerned.
     (5) High total points of the six best subjects in the HKCE Exam.
     * Preference will be given to those who did not repeat in S.1 - S.4.

S.7: A pupil is allowed to repeat ONLY IF he/she is strongly recommended by the form-teacher.
     * Preference will be given to those who did not repeat in S.1 - S.6.